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Introduction 
Paraguay AG Invest and Agri Terra Group, a leading agricultural company in Paraguay, are pleased 

to offer you the opportunity to invest in their greenhouse project. The state-of-the-art greenhouses 

are integrated into our existing orange plantation operations; which will maximize the use of current 

land holdings, infrastructure and the expertise of our staff. The greenhouse project offers a very 

attractive ROI within the first year of vegetable production and is available to all our local and 

international investors. 

Long, long ago, some ancient human decided that planting seeds and reaping the produce was a 

safer approach to food production than chasing larger, stronger and toothier animals. Since that 

time, the agriculture sector has flourished with each passing year. The world is trying to feed more 

people with less land, so the interest in agriculture production as an investment has grown right 

along with the world population. Today there are many innovative farming technologies in use 

around the world that allow us to maximize the use of land, natural resources, meet the demand for 

food and protect the natural environment. 

Greenhouse farming is a modern way of growing 

vegetables in an artificially controlled environment 

that ensures reduced susceptibility to diseases and 

increased yield of crop. Plants are fed nutrients 

through a drip irrigation system and they are grown in 

the most suitable conditions which allows each plant 

to maximize vegetable production. 

The Greenhouse Method of Farming 

has the following Advantages: 
1. High produce yields.  

2. Reduced threat of disease attacks. 

3. Reduced labor costs since operating the 

system is not labor intensive. 

4. Consistent production of the crop regardless of 

the prevailing season. 

 

This brochure explains the concept of the greenhouse investment opportunity in detail, including the 

benefits and economic projections. 

We hope it answers all your questions, though don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any further 

queries: 

Email: info@paraguayaginvest.com 

Phone: +1 239 204 4364 (USA) 

Phone: 844 644 9100 (USA Toll Free) 

mailto:info@paraguayaginvest.com


 

 

Why Invest in Paraguay? 
Paraguay is located in a strategic geographical location in 

South America, landlocked between Brazil, Argentina and 

Bolivia. It has been a stable democracy since 1992 and for 

the past 10 years one of the fastest growing economies in 

Latin America. GDP growth averaged over 5% over the 

past 8 years, with controlled inflation (3% in 2018). 

Paraguay’s government debt as % of GDP, 15.8% in 2017, is 

one of the lowest in the world. Fitch upgraded Paraguay’s 

rating in December 2018 to BB+. 

The country ranked 2nd in South America on the scale of 

easiness to start a new business and has shown some the 

highest returns on direct foreign investment in recent 

years: 22% on average. Paraguay also has one of the 

lowest taxation rates worldwide: 10% for corporations and 

individuals. The competitive tax regime also offers additional tax benefits to corporations under law 

number 60/90 and Maquila Regime for International Investment. Companies have access to key 

export markets with tariff advantages as well. 

Paraguay has an abundance of natural resources 

and 95% of its territory (406,752km) is suitable for 

the production of food. It’s the world’s largest 

exporter of renewable energy and in fact only 

consumes 10% of the energy produced. This means 

energy prices are the lowest of the region. 

Companies also have easy access to a young, 

efficient, motivated and cost competitive 

workforce; 70% of the population is under the age of 35. 

Overall this makes Paraguay the perfect location for our plantations and agriculture business. A 

decision made over 20 years ago. 

Key Paraguay Economic Facts: 

• 1st producer of Renewable Energy per capita in the world! 

• 2nd world producer of Stevia 

• 3rd largest fleet of river barges in the world 

• 3rd largest producer and exporter of Yerba Mate 

• 4th largest Soybean exporter 

• 4th world exporter of Energy 

• 6th largest producer of Soybean, Wheat and Corn 

• 6th largest Beef exporter in the world 



 

 

How this Type of Investment Works? 
TURN-KEY OPPORTUNITY IN 3 EASY STEPS 

Step 1 – Purchase 
A real estate purchase of 1.23 acres of land and a 2500m2 greenhouse with all the necessary 

components for implementation. The land titling process will begin when the full payment has been 

received and normally takes approximately 6-9 months to complete. Once payment is received, your 

greenhouse will be purchased and shipped from Israel to the South American distributor in Brazil 

and then to Paraguay. 

Step 2 - Installation, Planting & Harvesting 
Once the greenhouse arrives there are 3 stages which will be completed by our farm management 

team for you: 

1. The assembly of the greenhouse 

2. The installation of the Fertilization & Nano Sensor Irrigation system 

3. The "planting" of seedlings for peppers, tomatoes, cucumbers, etc. 

Step 3 – Produce Sales, Profit & ROI Forecast 
Sales: Agri Terra Group has acquired the controlling interest in Fruitibars S.A. which is the 5th largest 

fruit and vegetable wholesaler in Paraguay as a key component for the orange plantation and 

vegetable sales channels such as major supermarkets and processing plants. 

Profitability: The total investment required for a greenhouse including land ownership 

(approximately 0.5-1.0 hectares per property), development, irrigation, wages and import duty is 

USD $320,000.00. 

ROI Forecast: As a part of our profitability analysis, based on internal and industry production data, 

we estimate annual net returns of USD $51,000 p.a. (Year 1) up to USD $85,000 per greenhouse 

(using annual index factor of 3%), resulting in an expected return on investment (ROI) of about 16% 

p.a. leading up to 27% in the 10th year of operation. The full 10 year ROI forecast spreadsheet is 

included in this brochure. 

  



 

 

ROI Table 
 

 

 

  



 

 

About Agri Terra 
Legal Status 
Agri Terra KG (the umbrella of the group) is a general partnership 

under German law. 

General Partner and CEO Carsten Pfau has unlimited personal liability 

for the partnership. 

Location 
Agri Terra KG is domiciled in Munich, in the state of Bavaria. It is registered at the Munich district 

court, registration number HRA 107824, and operates in central Europe and America. 

The partnership has a flat hierarchy. It is managed by Carsten Pfau and his brother Michael Pfau, 

both of whom have business degrees. 

The group has two Paraguayan associated companies, Agri Terra Paraguay S.A. and CitriPar S.A., as 

well as an associated company registered in Panama, Agri Terra Panama S.A. Furthermore, the group 

has investments in several companies in the agro sector in Paraguay. 

Management Team 
Carsten Pfau, Managing Director 

• Born 1970 

• Business degree from Mannheim University 

• Personal liability partner of Agri Terra KG 

• Lives in Paraguay since 1997, and has excellent 

connections there 

• Has been a passionate cattle owner in Paraguay since 

1995 

• Investments in agricultural land since 1995 

 

Michael Pfau, deputy Managing Director 

• Born 1973 

• Business degree from Bielefeld University 

• Limited partner in Agri Terra KG 

• Has lived in Paraguay 

• Has owned cattle and land in Paraguay since 1995 

  



 

 

FAQs 
Q: HOW IS MY INVESTMENT SECURED? 

A: Your investment is asset backed through full title ownership of the land, the vegetable plants and 

the greenhouse structure & technology placed on your land.  

You’re also partnering with an experienced administrator and farm management company with over 

20 years of experience in Paraguay. The main risks are covered by insurance, the premiums for 

which are included in the operating costs. 

Your payment is held in a separate trust account until the lot is purchased, the purchase 

documentation sent to you, and the management company signs the contract. Your payment is also 

covered by a breach of trust policy by the Zürich insurance group in Germany. 

The produce is sold at the highest market value because of the controlling interest of Agri Terra in 

one of the largest wholesale fruit & vegetable distributers in Paraguay. 

Q: HOW LONG DOES THE TITLING PROCESS TAKE? 

When we receive your signed purchase contract, it will notarized by a Paraguayan notary authorized 

to deal with foreign embassies. We then apply to the land registry for the lot to be transferred into 

your name. This may take six to eight months. We will carry out all the necessary formalities on your 

behalf. We send you the original deeds, land registry extract and other ownership documents by 

courier. 

Q: WHEN CAN I EXPECT MY RETURNS? 

A: The first returns will be paid after the first harvest. This will be after year 1. Returns on the 

produce will be paid on an annual basis. 

Q: CAN I LIQUIDATE THE INVESTMENT AT ANY TIME? 

A: Yes, the investment (including the titled deed of land) is fully transferrable. You can sell or 

otherwise transfer your lots to others at any time, in the same way as any other property. However, 

your management contract must remain in force for its full term to maintain the continuity of the 

plantation. This is very similar to the sale of a rented property, where the ownership changes, but 

the tenants may remain the same. 

So, despite the relatively long management contract, your investment is comparatively flexible. The 

value of a greenhouse obviously increases as the harvest approaches and varies depending on how 

long the greenhouse has been generating payments. 

Q: WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE COMPLETED 10 YEAR PRODUCTION LIFETIME CYCLE? 

A: The conservative lifetime cycle of the greenhouses, before they require substantial maintenance, 

is 10 years. After your initial farm management contract for this term is completed you can renew 

for another 10 year term at the cost of this maintenance (estimated to be about $50,000 per 

greenhouse). Alternatively, you can also sell your greenhouse to another investor at that stage. 



 

 

Q: WHAT ABOUT TAXATION? 

The management company provides a detailed statement of start-up costs, which are separate from 

the cost of the land itself. These may be deductible for tax purposes. You may also be able to claim 

the cost of an annual inspection trip to Paraguay, and of attending the annual general meeting of 

owners. Please contact your accountant for advice on this. 

We will pay the Paraguayan income tax on the sale of your produce (10%), so you will receive your 

income net. Paraguay does not have relevant double taxation agreements with any European 

countries or the US. 

The management company will also pay the land tax for as long as the lot is being cultivated and 

send you a deduction certificate, which is an important document in Paraguay, in your name. 

Q: CAN THIS INVESTMENT BE FUNDED BY AN IRA (US CUSTOMERS)? 

Yes, this investment can be funded through a self-directed IRA.  

Q: CAN THIS INVESTMENT BE USED TO APPLY FOR PARAGUAYAN RESIDENCY? 

Paraguay is considered to be the best and most affordable country to immigrate to in South 

America. Depending on the investment structure, you can use this investment to apply for 

Paraguayan residency and, 3 years later, citizenship. Our Paraguayan lawyers will be able to assist 

you with this process. Contact us for more info.  

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We hope that you have found the information about our vegetable greenhouse investment 

opportunity both interesting and a sound diversification vehicle. If you have any questions or 

comments, please contact us at your convenience. Paraguay Ag Invest is the North American Sales & 

Marketing team for Agri Terra Group. 

Contact Info 
Paraguay AG Invest 

Ave. Colombia, Edificio Allure. Bella Vista, República de Panamá 

Telephone USA Toll Free: 844 / 644 9100 

USA: 239 / 204 4364 

Email info@paraguayaginvest.com 

Internet www.paraguayaginvest.com 

 

  

mailto:info@paraguayaginvest.com
http://www.paraguayaginvest.com/


 

 

TECHNICAL ASPECTS 
Here we would like to describe essential technical aspects of the greenhouse and highlight the most 

important components of the budget. 

Project and budget refer to a greenhouse with dividing walls reinforced with galvanized steel struts 

with a straight base of four meters. If the top and side plastic elements are continuously repaired or 

replaced as part of ongoing maintenance work, one can assume a total useful life of more than ten 

years. 

Dimensions: 
The greenhouse is designed for an internal area of 2,400² withm the following dimensions: 

Number of modules Module length Total width 

3 10 Meter 30 Meter 

 

Number of modules Module length Total width 

2 40 Meter 80 Meter 

      

Side posts 4.0 Meter 

Height at highest point (middle) 6.2 Meter 

Distance between tension cables 3.0 Meter 

    

 

 

 



 

 

Structure: 
The structure consists of galvanized steel profiles (burned in zinc bath) according to the standard 

ABNT NBR 6323. 

• Long bow (at a distance of 10 m) - Ø 35x60 mm (e = 1.20 mm) 

• Front bow arms (French hand) in elongated tubes - Ø 35x60 mm (e = 1.20 mm) 

• Front profiles - "U" enriched 70x40x20 mm (e = 1.25 mm) 

• Middle and side columns - "U" enriched 90x60x20 mm (e = 2.65 mm) 

• Grid - "U" profile 50x25 mm (e = 2.00 mm) with a diagonal of 30x450 mm (e = 3mm) 

• Lateral pipes, elongated - Ø 35x60 mm (e = 1.20 mm) 

• Clamping clamp - "U" enriched 70x40x20 mm (e = 2.00 mm) M12 straightener 

• Other connectors (various) 

• Other parts made of non-galvanized steel construction 

• Funnels for aluminum rails - Ø 150 mm 

• Solid struts Ø 8 mm (rolled steel 5/16 "), with fixing accessories 

• Aluminum profiles in alloy 6063 T5 (natural), whose criteria and quality parameters 

correspond to standards NBR 209/2010 and NBR 7000/11 

• Rain rails with a width of 168 mm and a height of 96 mm, hardened alloy 6063, T5 

• Profiles (rail) for fixing the cover foils, side panels and general housings 

Upper cover: 
The top cover is made of polyethylene film (52%) from the brand Ginegar (Israel) with a thickness of 

150 microns, antistatic (reduces dust accumulation), transparency of 87% and five layers with anti-

UV treatment. 

Other cover: 
Side: Closure in diagonal tarpaulin, over the wiring of the greenhouse. 

Frontal: The same material is used as in the side cover. 

Front semi-circle: The same material as in the side cover is used. 

  



 

 

TRAVISATIONS system with springs: 
The stabilization of the films and screens is achieved with stainless steel springs (2.1 mm), which are 

attached to the aforementioned aluminium profiles. 

  

General costs of infrastructure 
Material, Hardware 
 

Surface 30m x 80m without foil, with elongated spring and aluminum gutter, central metal feet of 
6.20 m, metal side feet of 4.00 m and complete cabling system 
 

Ginegar plastic film, diffuser 52% with 150 micron with 5 layers, with antistatic system (reduces 
the accumulation of dust), foils 12 x 50m 
 

Polysombra side fabric black 35%, 6.5m x 100m 
 

Polysombra side fabric black 35%, 6.5m x 50m 
 

Sliding door, metal, closed with tarpaulin, 1.10 x 2.20 m 
 

Total cost USD $98,320 

 

 



 

 

Other technical components: 

• Roof ventilation system and side ventilation, automated 

• Cooling system (fans and evaporation pads) 

• System with external shadows and internal automated deployment 

• Electric control and operating lights 

• Greenhouse for the production of seedlings. 

 

 FERTILIZING AND IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
The system consists of four units: 

• Pumping and injection unit: Hydraulic connections and motor pump for fertilizer injection 

and motor pump for irrigation. 

• Pump and filtration unit hydraulic material: Represents the control head with PVC and 

polyethylene pipes and fittings, and galvanized iron, valves and registers designed to better 

supply their area. 

• Dripless hydraulic and irrigation material: Relates to the hydraulic material with pipes and 

PVC and polyethylene connections, which are used from the control head to the drip unit 

and in the channels. 

• System Controller: Electrical panels with timer to indicate the moment, sector, frequency 

and time during the day for injecting water and nutrients into the system. 

  



 

 

Cost of the irrigation system 
Pumping and injection unit 
 

Hydraulic material of the pumping and filtering system 
 

Irrigation drip 
 

Control Panel (System Controller) 
 

Material for the seedling irrigation support system 
 

Material for careful permanent irrigation 
 

Total cost USD $57,736 

 

 

Nutrient supply of the plants 
The SLAB system of coconut fibers 

Only a single substrate, made entirely of coconut shells, is used alone or as the main ingredient of a 

mixture for the vegetable crops, thereby improving the physical structure of the substrate. 

Coconut fibers are characterized by good air distribution, water retention capacity, low conductivity 

and freedom of disease. The conductivity is between 250 and 500 US, with a pH between 5.5 and 

6.5. The coconut, which is pressed and dried, is very easy to store and transport. 

Material and base for irrigation 
SLAB coconut fibers 
 

SLAB admixtures 
 

Connecting material 
 

Total cost USD $40,976 

 



 

 

  

TOTAL COSTS PER GREENHOUSE 

Structure, Material 
 

UDS $98,320 

Irrigation system 
 

USD $57,736 

Nutrient Supply 
 

USD $40,976 

Installation 
 

USD $16,214 

Staff costs 
 

USD $7,367 

Soil preparation, delivery, construction 
 

USD $12,962 

Transport 
 

USD $34,500 

Land; permits; studies 
 

USD $22,000 

Insurance, upgrades & repairs 
 

USD $29,925 

TOTAL COST per unit USD $320,000 

 

  


